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In this paper we investigate a limited form of rei ation in
Haskell. We in rementally develop a meta-representation with a view to
expressing the lazy evaluation and y li sharing of rst-order values.
We implement most of our fa ility within Haskell for portability and
make extensive use of Haskell's type lasses. We show how this metarepresentation an be derived for algebrai data types, and illustrate its
use through a generi printing fa ility and a re-evaluation s heme. We
also brie y explore a means for onverting meta-representations ba k
into their obje t level values.

Abstra t.

1 Introdu tion
What is re e tion? In the most general (philosophi al or ognitive) sense it is
the pro ess of self-awareness. To quote Cantwell Smith [12℄, in his seminal work
on re e tion and semanti s in Lisp:
[Re e tion is℄ the ability of an agent to reason not only introspe tively,
about itself and internal thought pro esses, but also externally, about its
behaviour and situation in the world.
How then do these abstra t notions of reason, thought and behaviour relate to
formal languages and omputation? Often we use the term meta-programming to
denote the pra ti e of re e tion in programming languages. Roughly speaking,
meta-programming is the pro ess of writing programs that manipulate (parts
of) other programs. The program that is being manipulated is alled the obje t
program and the program that does the manipulation is alled the meta-program.
Given a ertain level of expressiveness, it may be possible to write the obje t
program and the meta-program in the same language, su h a language is said
to be re e tive. Meta-programming allows a number of interesting programming
te hniques, in luding self interpretation, generi programming and exe ution
monitoring (for example debugging and tra ing).
In this paper we fo us on one parti ular meta-programming problem: how to
represent rst-order data generated during the exe ution of a Haskell program.
Our requirements are twofold, and unfortunately somewhat at odds with ea h
other. On the one hand we want a representation of data that is easily related
to the synta ti des ription from the program text. On the other hand we want
to represent ertain operational hara teristi s of our data whi h do not have a

synta ti ounterpart, a ne essary requirement be ause we are representing data
as part of a omputation. Our resulting meta-representation models a typi al
semanti domain of rst-order values, extended to des ribe the omputational
notions of partial evaluation and sharing.
To put this in perspe tive, onsider the generi print fun tion: one that an
provide a meaningful print representation of any value from the obje t language.
By meaningful, we mean something whi h unambiguously denotes the underlying semanti ontent of the value being printed. Su h a fun tion is parti ularly
useful for diagnosti appli ations (su h as debugging) where arbitrary values
from the running program may need to be displayed. One approa h to implementing this fun tion is to derive it dire tly from the internal (ma hine oriented)
representation of values at runtime. For languages like Haskell this has several
detra tors. For example, due to the abstra t nature of the language, the internal
representation of values may be hard to re on ile with the synta ti view that
the programmer is most likely to have in mind. Indeed the internal representation of values is not dire tly visible from within Haskell, and so the fun tion
must be implemented as a primitive. This redu es the portability of the fun tion
sin e it is reliant on the way a given language implementation represents values
during exe ution. An alternative, and more promising approa h, is to implement
su h a fun tion within the language itself, and derive the the representation of
values from their synta ti des ription.
In this paper we in rementally improve a simple meta-representation for rstorder values whi h aptures ertain operational hara teristi s of those values.
We show how type lasses an be used to provide a generi means for onverting obje t level values into the meta-representation, and des ribe two impure
extensions to the language that fa ilitate the representation of partial evaluation and y li sharing. Using de larative debugging as a motivating example,
we des ribe how our meta-representation an be used as the basis for a generi
printing fa ility and a re-evaluation strategy. We onsider automating some of
the work by means of lass instan e derivation. We also onsider an extension
of the meta-representation that allows for meta-values to be mapped safely into
their orresponding obje t level value. Finally we onsider some related work in
the eld, and on lude. The paper assumes onsiderable familiarity with nonstri t fun tional programming languages, in parti ular Haskell, and type lasses.

2 A simple meta-representation
We begin with a simple representation of rst-order values. We will use this as a
basis for more useful and expressive representations later in the paper. We all
our meta-representation of values Meta, and implement the representation with
the following Haskell data type:
data Meta = Apply String [Meta ℄
The Meta type is simply an abstra t stru ture for ertain types of obje t values:
appli ations of onstru tors to zero or more argument values (nullary onstru tors simply have no arguments). The Meta type provides us with a homogeneous

representation whi h will prove to be useful when we want to write generi
fun tions over values from many di erent types (for example the print fa ility
mentioned in the introdu tion). For larity of presentation we use strings of
hara ters to represent the names of data onstru tors, although any enumerable type would be suÆ ient. We assume appli ations will be saturated, and thus
en ode the arguments to a onstru tor in a list for onvenien e. To simplify the
des ription of nullary onstru tors we provide the fun tion nullCon :

nullCon x = Apply x [ ℄
A table of Haskell values and their resulting meta-representations is given
below:
expression
True
Just False
(False ; 3:5 :: Float )
[( )℄

meta-representation
nullCon \True"
Apply \Just" [nullCon \False"℄
Apply \," [nullCon \False"; nullCon \3.5"℄
Apply \:" [nullCon \( )"; nullCon \[ ℄"℄

What values an we apture with the Meta type? The Meta type an represent any built in type that is omposed of values of nullary onstru tors (su h
as Int s), and produ t types, su h as tuples and those introdu ed by the data
keyword. All the arguments to data onstru tors must be rst-order. Fun tions
are not represented. Deriving anoni al representations of fun tions whi h are
also meaningful to the programmer is diÆ ult. Our method for deriving representations of rst-order values is based on type lasses and pattern mat hing.
Type lasses and pattern mat hing are not suÆ iently expressive to de onstru t
arbitrary fun tional values. The representation of fun tions also introdu es the
the issue of representing variables, whi h further ompli ate matters due to the
s oping of identi ers in the language. If we implement a meta-syntax for fun tions based on lambda abstra tions, then we lose the obje t-level identi ers
that programmers assign to the de nition of fun tions, whi h are essential for
some appli ations su h as debugging. Our diÆ ulty with fun tions also pre ludes
the de onstru tion of partially applied data- onstru tors, even though it would
appear that the meta-representation ould a ommodate them. A method for
obtaining meaningful print-representations of fun tional values for the purposes
of debugging is des ribed in Pope and Naish [10℄. In that work a type-dire ted
program spe ialisation is performed to distinguish between di erent instan es of
higher-order polymorphi fun tions. The transformation wraps higher-order arguments in a data stru ture that ontains both the original fun tional value and
a string representation of that value based on the program text. Our Meta type
is similar to the semanti domain of Meta-ML [11℄. Note that Meta-ML also enodes a synta ti domain whi h in ludes a representation of lambda abstra tions
and variables. Meta-ML provides a more expressive form of meta-programming
than the one des ribed in this paper. Mu h of the extra power of Meta-ML is
derived from the provision of a meta-interpreter, whi h is an additional level of
omplexity that we would rather avoid.

3 Rei ation: onverting values into meta-representations
Rei ation is the materialization of an abstra t on ept. In the ontext of metaprogramming, this translates to the pro ess of mapping values from the obje t
program (whi h are abstra t) into stru tures in the meta-program (whi h are
on rete). In pra ti al terms we want a fun tion that an onvert rst-order values of arbitrary type into a value of type Meta . We ould pro eed to de ne su h
a fun tion for ea h type in our program (for example: `reifyInt :: Int !Meta ',
`reifyBool :: Bool !Meta ', and so on). Aside from being a tedious task, this approa h will en ounter diÆ ulties when we onsider polymorphi data types. We
would prefer a fun tion whi h is polymorphi in the type of its argument. Parametri polymorphism will not suÆ e. Consider a fun tion `reify :: a !Meta '.
This type s heme disallows any distin tion to be made based on the stru ture of
the argument, whi h is problemati sin e we require su h stru tural information
to onvert values reliably into the meta-representation. Type lasses provide a
solution by allowing a polymorphi fun tion whose implentation is dependent
on the type at whi h it is applied dynami ally.
We introdu e a type lass Reify whi h olle ts all the Haskell types that an
be onverted to the Meta type:
lass Reify a where
reify :: a ! Meta

An example instan e de laration for the [a ℄ type:
instan e (Reify a ) ) Reify [a ℄ where
reify x = ase x of
[ ℄ ! nullCon \[ ℄"
(y : ys ) ! Apply \:" [reify y ; reify ys ℄

The existen e of the type lass does not guarantee that our resulting metarepresentations will faithfully re e t the underlying values whi h they represent.
For this we need one more ingredient: automati instan e derivation. We do
not want to pla e the onus of instantiating the type lass on the programmer:
they an get it wrong. Instead we want the ompiler to automati ally generate
instan e de larations based on the synta ti des ription of types introdu ed with
the data keyword. This fa ility is already available for some standard lasses
from the Haskell Prelude, we show how this an easily be extended in se tion 7.
For built in types su h as Int , instan e de larations must be provided by hand.

4 Non-stri t evaluation
So far we have des ribed a kind of rei ation by evaluation. Whereby the evaluation of our meta-representation for es the evaluation of the underlying value. In
more abstra t terms, if we denote diverging omputations with the value ?, then:
reify ? = ?. In a stri t language this would not be an issue, sin e the argument

expression to reify would be fully evaluated before the body of reify is exe uted.
In a non-stri t language su h as Haskell, it may be the ase that the expression
to reify is unevaluated, or partly evaluated. There are some ir umstan es when
we would like to reify a value without e e ting its state of evaluation, for example post-mortem debugging environments su h as HOOD [3℄ and Buddha [9, 8℄.
To apture the fa t that some parts of a value may be unevaluated when it is
rei ed, we extend our de nition of the Meta type with the onstru tor Uneval
to lose the meta-representation at unevaluated bran hes.
What do we mean by non-stri t semanti s? Is Haskell non-stri t or lazy? The
language de nition says that Haskell is non-stri t [5℄. This is a weaker requirement than saying that the language is lazy: lazy evaluation is an implementation
of non-stri t semanti s, however others are possible, for example lenient evaluation whi h is des ribed in Tremblay [13℄.1 For the purposes of this paper we
assume a lazy evaluation semanti s for Haskell, in the spirit of Laun hbury [7℄,
whi h is representative of the urrent Haskell implementations, though not demanded by the language de nition.
Consider the program:

main = do

let list
let len

print len

= map id [1 :: ℄
= length (take 3 list )

At the end of the all to print the variable list will be only partially evaluated.
We will represent its state of evaluation with the meta-representation:

Apply \:" [Uneval ; Apply \:" [Uneval ; Apply \:" [Uneval ; Uneval ℄ ℄ ℄
In the above example the values of the expressions denoted by Uneval were not
needed to ompute the nal result, and hen e remain unevaluated under a lazy
evaluation s heme.
We need to modify the reify fun tion so that it an onvert a value into a
meta-representation, but avoid expanding unevaluated omponents of the value.
To do this we need to know when a value has been omputed. Under the lazy
semanti s of Laun hbury [7℄, an expression is evaluated if it is in weak head
normal form (whnf). There are two disjoint situations when a value is onsidered
in whnf: when it is a fun tion; or when the outermost data onstru tor of the
value has been omputed. Sin e we are only interested in rst-order values, the
se ond of the two ases is all we need to onsider.
The underlying state of evaluation of a value annot be determined from
within pure Haskell ode. Therefore we introdu e a primitive into the language
with the following name and type:

whnf :: a ! Bool
1

Tremblay [13℄ lassi es Haskell as a lazy language despite the title of the language
report: Haskell 98: A Non-stri t, Purely Fun tional Language.

The fun tion is impure (not referentially transparent) be ause its value depends
on the ontext of when it is applied.2 We modify the de nition of reify su h that
all non-whnf omponents of values are represented by the Uneval onstru tor.
An example instan e de laration for the [a ℄ type:
instan e (Reify a ) ) Reify [a ℄ where

reify x
= if whnf x then
ase x of
[ ℄ ! nullCon \[ ℄"
(y : ys ) ! Apply \:" [reify y ; reify ys ℄
else

Uneval

The use of whnf auses the reify fun tion to be unsafe. In pra ti e we would
provide both the safe version des ribed in se tion 3, and the unsafe version des ribed presently. We have implemented the primitive whnf in two implementations of Haskell: version 5.02 of the Glasgow Haskell Compiler3 and the February
2000 version of the HUGS interpreter4 . For GHC a modest extension to the implementation is required, and for HUGS an implementation an be based on an
existing internal interfa e library.

5 Cy li stru tures
Non-stri t programming languages allow for the de nition and manipulation of
re ursively de ned data stru tures [13℄. For example, the potentially in nite
list of ones an be denoted re ursively as `ones = 1 : ones '. Under the lazy
semanti s of Laun hbury su h a value is represented with a y li stru ture,
graphi ally illustrated in gure 1.
ones =

Fig. 1.

:

1

A graphi al view of a y li re ursively de ned value: an in nite list of ones

Sharing inside data stru tures is not observable within Haskell. In other
words, the presen e or absen e of sharing in the underlying representation does
2

3
4

It is possible to express the ontextual dependen y of whnf via the IO monad of
Haskell, su h that whnf :: a IO Bool . Indeed it may be bene ial to lift reify into
the IO monad as well. However, the rami ations of this design are not immediately
lear, and so it is left for future onsideration.
www.haskell.org/gh
www.haskell.org/hugs
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not e e t the denotational meaning of the program. Of ourse the operational
meaning of the program may vary greatly depending on the amount of sharing that o urs (see Laun hbury [7℄ for examples). The onversion to Meta
des ribed above does not preserve sharing in the obje t-level value. More importantly, where a nite graph may be used to represent the underlying value
(via y li sharing), an in nite tree will be used to represent the meta-value.
Whether this turns out to be a problem will depend on the possible uses of the
meta-representation. If we are just printing values, then the in nite tree representation might be satisfa tory, providing we implement some sort of non-stri t
print me hanism (to avoid non-termination in the print fun tion: iterative deepening would suÆ e). However, there are uses of the meta-representation that
rely on y les being represented in the meta-value, for example the re-evaluation
te hnique that we dis uss in se tion 6.
The diÆ ulty and danger of dete ting sharing (and more spe i ally y les)
within Haskell data stru tures is explored thoroughly in Claessen and Sands
[1℄. The standard approa h to dete ting y les in a graph is to traverse nodes
and remember all the nodes that have been seen before. A y le is dete ted
when a node is en ountered that has been traversed previously. This is diÆ ult
in Haskell be ause the language does not support any form of obje t identity,
whi h pre ludes the re ognition of previously traversed nodes.
One approa h to adding obje t identity to the language is to say \a and b
are identi al if (and only if) the memory lo ation of a is the same as the memory
lo ation of b", whi h is often alled pointer equality. This de nition intera ts
badly with the underlying semanti s of the language, in parti ular with some
garbage olle ting te hniques that may relo ate obje ts during olle tion. Improvements to naive pointer equality have been proposed. The Glasgow Haskell
Compiler5 implements stable pointers, whi h are abstra t referen es whose value
is invariant with the underlying address of the obje t to whi h they refer. The
downside of using referen es to dete t y les is the ost of sear hing through the
history of referen es at ea h node that is visited.
An alternative y le dete ting algorithm is to uniquely mark nodes as they
are visited. A y le is dete ted when a new node is en ountered whi h has already
been marked. This te hnique requires the ability to destru tively update nodes
as they are en ountered. This works well in a serial system, where it is guaranteed
that there will only be one marker at any given time. Marking nodes from within
a non-stri t language allows for ra e onditions similar to what we would expe t
from a language with o-routining. The avoidan e of ra e onditions in marking
nodes is possible if the traversal of the graph pro eeds fully until either an
unevaluated omponent or a y le is dete ted.
Cy le dete tion is an area that requires more work. None of the above methods are highly portable a ross implementations of Haskell, although it seems
inevitable that extensions to the language are required. Presuming that y les
an be dete ted, we propose to extend the Meta type to in lude the onstru tor
5
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Cy le to mark y li omponents of the underlying representation of a value.
Possible meta-representation for the in nite list ones in lude:
Apply \:" [nullCon \1"; Cy le ℄
whi h indi ates the presen e of a y le, but does not ontain a y le itself, or:
let x = Apply \:" [nullCon \1"; Cy le x ℄ in x

whi h indi ates, and also ontains a y le by extending the Cy le onstru tor to
expe t an argument of type Meta .

6 Uses of the meta-representation
In this se tion we illustrate two uses of our meta-representation. Our motivation
is derived from the development of a de larative debugging system for Haskell,
des ribed in Pope [9℄. The debugger onstru ts a tree ( alled an evaluation dependen e tree or EDT) whi h abstra tly des ribes the evaluation of a given program.
The nodes in the EDT orrespond to fun tion appli ations that were made during the evaluation of the program. The EDT is traversed in sear h of erroneous
fun tion appli ations. The orre tness of ea h appli ation is determined by an
ora le (typi ally a person) who knows the intended meaning of ea h fun tion in
the program. The ora le judges the orre tness of an appli ation based on a textual representation of the arguments and result of the appli ation. The debugger
must store (representations of) values of arbitrary type in the nodes of the EDT
and display those values to the ora le if required. The display of values must be
meaningful to the ora le and must preserve the lazy evaluation properties of the
original program.
For rst-order values produ ed by the program, the Meta type and reify
method are well suited to providing a printing me hanism that satis es the
requirements of the debugger. In parti ular, the arguments and results of appli ations are onverted to type Meta before being stored in the nodes of the
EDT. A simple means for onverting Meta values to text is des ribed by the text
fun tion below:

text Uneval = \ "
text Cy le = \ y le"
text (Apply on args )
= \(" ++ on ++ on atMap ( arg ! \ " ++ text arg ) args ++ \)"
The partially evaluated expression alled `list ' from se tion 4 would be displayed
as: (: _ (: _ (: _ _))). In pra ti e we would spe ialise the printing of lists
and tuples for learer presentation.
The EDT is obtained by program transformation. Ea h fun tion in the debugged program is transformed su h that it returns a pair ontaining its original result and an EDT node representing an appli ation of that fun tion. The

transformed program is then exe uted and the rst omponent of the pair of
the topmost appli ation is demanded, thus for ing an exe ution equivalent to
using the original (untransformed) program. The se ond omponent of the topmost appli ation forms the root of the EDT, whi h is then traversed lazily in
sear h of erroneous appli ations. This basi transformational approa h su ers
from prohibitive spa e usage be ause the EDT pre ludes the garbage olle tion
of intermediate data stru tures reated during the evaluation of the program.
Naish and Barbour [8℄ propose to solve the spa e leak introdu ed by the
transformed program by initially only reating the top few levels of the EDT.
The lower levels of omputation are provided by alls to the original ode of
the program, thus avoiding the generation of a omplete EDT for the exe ution.
When the leaves of the partial EDT are en ountered, the ode for the transformed sub{ omputation at that point is alled to further (partially) expand the
EDT at the leaf. Thus some spa e is saved at the ost of re-evaluation. In a
non-stri t language, re-evaluation of expressions is diÆ ult be ause the extent
that an expression is evaluated depends on its ontext. Our meta-representation
of values re ords the extent to whi h they were previously evaluated. We an use
this information to re-evaluate expressions up until, but not ex eeding, the extent
to whi h they were previously evaluated. We de ne the following lass ReEval ,
whi h olle ts all the ( rst-order) types from whi h values an be re-evaluated:
lass ReEval a where
reEval :: a ! Meta ! ( )

An example instan e de laration for the [a ℄ type:
instan e (ReEval a ) ) ReEval [a ℄ where
reEval Uneval = ( )
reEval Cy le = ( )
reEval [ ℄ (Apply \[ ℄" [ ℄) = ( )
reEval (x : xs ) (Apply \:" [x 0 ; xs 0 ℄)
= ase reEval x x 0 of
( ) ! ase reEval xs xs 0 of
() ! ()

The reEval fun tion always returns the unit value, denoted in Haskell by the
onstru tor `( )'. Thus it would appear that reEval doesn't do anything onstru tive. From a purely fun tional point of view this is true. However, reEval
does ause an important omputational side-e e t. In essen e it auses its rst
argument to be evaluated to the extent of some previous evaluation, whi h we
assume was of the same expression (this assumption an be guaranteed by the
debugging system). The role of the Meta argument is to apture the extent of
the previous evaluation, and halt the re-evaluation at the same point (or where
y les have been dete ted). It is essential for the re-evaluation me hanism to
respe t the lazy evaluation and y li sharing of expressions in order to preserve
the termination properties of the original program that is being debugged.

7 Dis ussion and extensions
As was pointed out in se tion 3 we would like an automati way for instan es of
the Reify lass to be generated by the ompiler. Intuitively this seems possible
due to the fa t that the rules for rei ation follow the synta ti des ription of
algebrai types. Winstanley [14℄ des ribes a system alled DrIFT for deriving
instan e de larations for arbitrary type lasses based on a set of pre-pro essing
rules. This is exa tly the type of derivation te hnique that we require for the
Reify lass (and indeed also for the ReEval lass). In gure 2 we outline the rules
for deriving instan es of the Reify lass for rst-order algebrai data-types.
For ea h data de laration:

d v1

:::

vn =

1 t11

:::

t1p

j

:::

j

y ty1

:::

tyr

Introdu e a orresponding instan e de laration:
instan e

reify x
=

(Reify v1 ;
if

::: ;

Reify vn )

whnf x then
ase x of
1 u11 : : : u1p
..
.
y uy1 : : : uyr

else

) Reify (d v

! Apply \

1"

1

:::

[reify u11 ;

! Apply \ y " [reify uy

1;

vn ) where

:::;

reify u1p ℄

:::;

reify uyr ℄

Uneval

Fig. 2.

Algorithm for deriving instan es of the Reify lass.

So far we have only dis ussed the rei ation of values. We have not onsidered
the onverse operation of re e tion6 . There may be ir umstan es when we wish
to onvert a meta-representation of a value ba k into the value. The natural
approa h is to use type lasses as we have done for rei ation.
A problem arises if we onsider re e ting the meta-values Uneval and Cy le .
How do we onvert these into a meaningful obje t value? The only option seems
to onvert them to the unde ned value (often alled bottom). This is less than
satisfa tory, and would imply that the important equality `re e t Æ reify = id '
does not always hold. The ne essary insight for a solution omes from two
pla es. Firstly, Laufer and Odersky [6℄ embed the obje t level value in the metarepresentation. This means that during rei ation, the obje t value is stored
in the meta-representation, and during re e tion it is sele ted from the metarepresentation. The main short oming of this work is that they de ne their
6

Note the apparent onfusion in terminology. Re e tion an be taken to mean either
the general a tivity of self referen e or the more spe i a tivity of mapping metavalues to values. For the rest of this paper we take the se ond meaning.

rei ation over a language where every value is of the same type (the SK ombinator al ulus). The se ond ingredient of our solution omes from Dornan [2℄,
who uses existentially quanti ed types to allow the embedding of values of many
di erent types into the same meta-representation. Unfortunately he requires
dynami types (via type tests at runtime) to extra t obje t values from the
meta-representation in a safe manner.
The following extension of the Meta type illustrates how Dornan's use of
existential types ould be used to allow the embedding of obje t level values in
the meta-representation (ignoring y les for simpli ity):
data Meta a = Apply String [Arg ℄
data Arg

j Uneval a
= forall a : Reify a ) Arg a

Two things are worth noting. Firstly, the introdu tion of the new type Arg . Arg
provides a wrapper for the arguments to a data onstru tor, whi h are stored
un hanged in the meta-representation. We employ an existentially quanti ed
type in the de nition of Arg to allow values of any type to be stored in the
meta-representation. In order for the value to be rei ed at a later point we onstrain the existential variable to be a member of the Reify lass. Without this
onstraint, there would be no possible way to manipulate the onstru tor arguments on e they are stored in the meta-representation, whi h would be futile.
Se ondly, Meta takes a type parameter `a ', whi h is supplied as an argument to
the Uneval onstru tor. This allows us to embed unevaluated omponents (often
alled losures or thunks ) of a data stru ture dire tly in the meta-representation.
We modify the Reify lass de nition as follows:
lass Reify a where
reify :: a ! Meta a

and add a new lass for re e tion:
lass Re e t a where
re e t :: Meta a ! a

An instan e of the type [a ℄ for the Reify lass:
instan e Reify a ) Reify [a ℄ where
reify x = if whnf x then
ase x of
[ ℄ ! nullCon \[ ℄"
(y : ys ) ! Apply \:" [Arg y ; Arg ys ℄
else

Uneval x
A urious aspe t of this design is that the arguments to the list onstru tor
remain un-rei ed in the meta-representation. The ability to reify these arguments
at a later stage is guaranteed by the onstraint on the existentially quanti ed

variable in the de nition of the type Arg . An instan e of the type [a ℄ for the
Re e t lass:
instan e Re e t [a ℄ where
re e t (Uneval x ) = x
re e t (Apply \[ ℄" [ ℄) = [ ℄
re e t (Apply \:" [Arg y ; Arg ys ℄)
= (:) (( oer e y ) :: a ) (( oer e ys ) :: [a ℄)

Note the requirement of the unsafe fun tion ` oer e :: a ! b ', whose role is
to onvin e the type he ker that we may safely re- onstru t a list from its
meta-representation, whi h requires unpa king values whi h were existentially
quanti ed. In prin iple, su h unrestrained type oer ions are to be avoided in
strongly typed languages. We justify their use in this parti ular appli ation on
the grounds that values of type Meta may only be onstru ted by ompiler
generated instan es of the Reify lass. In su h ir umstan es the oer ion is
safe. With this new re e tion apability we an write odd programs like this:

main = do

let list = map id [1::100℄ :: [Int ℄
print (length (take 3 list ))
let metalist = reify list
printMeta metalist
print (list == re e t metalist )

Presuming a suitable de nition of printMeta , the output of this program is:
3
(: _ (: _ (: _ _)))
True

8 Related work
A means for displaying the evaluation of ertain expressions in a running Haskell
program is provided by the Haskell Obje t Observation Debugger (HOOD) by
Gill [3℄. A type lass is used to implement an overloaded fun tion alled observe.
This fun tion has the type of the identity fun tion, and so it an freely be inserted
into any expression without hanging the type of the program. However, alls to
the observe fun tion ause a side-e e t to o ur whi h is not visible from within
the Haskell program. This side-e e t is a log re ord of redu tion steps for the
expression being observed. The log information is written as XML to a le whi h
an later be viewed through an intera tive graphi al browser. Observe will only
re ord the a tual parts of a data stru ture that were evaluated during a given
program exe ution, and so it a urately re e ts stru tures whi h were only partly
evaluated due to lazy evaluation. Interestingly, it an apture the evaluation of
fun tions, whi h are represented as sets of input and output values (but only
for alls that were made during a given exe ution of the program). In essen e it

provides a means for displaying sele ted values from a given program exe ution.
One of the main advantages of HOOD is that it is easily ombined into an
existing program and it only relies on a few ommonly implemented extensions
to Haskell, and thus is quite portable a ross Haskell implementations. The main
disadvantage of HOOD is the prohibitive ost of logging redu tions when many
expressions need to be observed, su h as the ase in an intera tive debugging or
tra ing system.
Dornan [2℄ des ribes a system for rei ation and re e tion whi h is quite
lose to the one we have presented in this paper. His obje t language is Haskell
and his meta-representation aptures the same type of values as ours: rstorder data stru tures. He uses an overloaded fun tion for rei ation, although
the overloading is not provided by type lasses, though he does dis uss this as a
possibility. He uses dynami types for re e tion and des ribes an implementation
of dynami types via run-time tags. Existentially quanti ed types are used to
en apsulate values of arbitrary type within the meta-representation. The prime
motivation for his work is a exible means for storing and ommuni ating Haskell
data-stru tures. His meta-representation does not apture the lazy evaluation
nor y li sharing of the underlying obje t value.
Hinze and Peyton Jones [4℄ propose a onsiderable extension to the type lass
me hanism of Haskell to help support generi programming. Generi programming is one possible appli ation of meta-programming, whereby fun tions an
be de ned over many di erent types by generalising their stru ture. The main
ontribution of Hinze and Peyton Jones is a means for providing default instan e
de larations for type lasses whi h abstra t the underlying stru ture of algebrai
data types (sums, unit types and produ ts). The out ome is a exible means for
deriving instan es of type lasses for any user de ned type. This is more powerful than the ad-ho deriving me hanism of the urrent Haskell de nition, and
safer than the pre-pro essing derivation me hanism of Winstanley [14℄. Some
of the generi programming apa ity of this extension to the type lass system
an be obtained by de ning fun tions over the meta-representation that we have
presented in this paper.

9 Con lusion
The use of type lasses for meta-programming is not a new idea. A survey of
related literature will reveal their extensive use parti ularly with respe t to the
manipulation and representation of data values, for example [3, 4, 6, 14℄. This
paper has explored the use of type lasses for providing an overloaded rei ation
fa ility whose implementation an be derived from the synta ti des ription of
algebrai data types. A simple meta-representation has been proposed, whi h
gives a homogeneous stru ture for rst-order values. Extensions of the basi
meta-representation and the provision of some impure primitives allow for the
rei ation of partial evaluation and y li sharing. The main bene t of our approa h is simpli ity: mu h of it an be implemented dire tly in Haskell, whi h
is a boon for portability. The main downside of our simple approa h is that

we annot model fun tional values at the meta-level. Certain aspe ts of our design have been in uen ed by the needs of a de larative debugging system [9℄. It
is interesting to onsider what other appli ation domains there are for su h a
meta-programming fa ility.
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